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ABSTRACT 

The need for an intrusion system has become an integral part for the educational institutions where unauthorized people enter. After we have come 

across this issue, we have developed an intrusion detection system by integrating live video streams with face recognition. This system distinguishes 

between the authorized and unauthorized persons. We have created a database storing the images of authorized peoples and we have also conducted 

some experiments with live stream video from the camera which effectively distinguishes the live feed. If an intruder is detected then an alarm starts 

blowing at the same time and with such an alarm, the intruders' captured image is sent to the authority with a mobile notification. Our system is different 

from any other face detection system as it feeds with live video streams and the system alert is generated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

As facial recognition has become an essential part of security purposes, which is used in numerous ways for providing the secured and reliable 

means for many major and minor tasks of daily life from unlocking personal phones, laptops to all the ways used by Google photos for grouping photos 

over cloud. Due to all these benefits, we are able to have a modern and safer lifestyle. However, it is also incumbent on us to think about security. 

Thus, along with the modern way of living, security has a prime value. A visual intrusion system, based on the latest technology, can be very helpful to 

achieve this objective. As our lifestyle is evolving, so does our technology and the requirement regarding security concerns is increasing, due to this our 

system is using a technology that is known as AWS (Amazon Web Services). AWS is a subsidiary of Amazon providing on-demand cloud computing 

platforms and APIs to individuals, companies, and government on a metered pay- as-you-go basis. 

These cloud computing web services provide a variety of basic abstract technical infrastructure and distributed computing building blocks and tools. 

The main objective of this work is the setting up of an intelligent visual surveillance security system through the use of AWS and IOT. We are using 

some of the services in our project named Amazon Kinesis Video Stream, Amazon S3. Amazon Rekognition, Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon Lambda. 

Amazon IOT (Internet of Things) and Amazon SNS. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Anomalous Revealer provides security which is an essential part for stopping an unauthorized person's entry into a place, institution or etc. As our 

lifestyle is evolving, So does our Technology and the requirement regarding security concerns is increasing due to this our system is using a technology 

that is known as AWS (Amazon Web Services). It can be used to find missing persons and victims of human trafficking. Suppose missing individuals 

are added to a database. In that case, law enforcement can be alerted as soon as they are recognized by face recognition — whether it is in an airport, 

retail store, or other public space. 

3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

It was an attempt to design and implement Biometric identification as the automated technique of measuring the biological data. The term biometrics is 

commonly used today to recognize a person by analyzing his/her physical characteristics and comparing these characteristics from a database. We are 

making it server less which makes it more unique and better from the past face recognition projects. 

 After studying about these kinds of different projects, we found that there was a room for improvement and update, to provide users with 

something new and with some other benefits. So, in this we are using the latest technologies to provide a fast and responsive behavior. It 

also contains database and latest APIs of AWS which is related to Anomalous Revealer. 

 So, the group which is related to the security department or the person who handles the security will get notified through a SMS. If an 

intruder tries to enter. Otherwise it will detect the face from the database and if it matches no notification is generated.  
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 The main objective of this work is the setting up of an intelligent visual surveillance security system through the use of AWS and IOT. We 

are using some of the services in our project named Amazon Kinesis Video Stream, Amazon S3. Amazon Rekognition, Amazon 

DynamoDB, Amazon Lambda. Amazon IOT (Internet of Things) and Amazon SNS. 

 These technologies are growing day by day exponentially as new competitors are launching new technology in it. To fully utilize the 

potential of these services we need to study and perform on the user and their preference. Anomalous Revealer is one thing but to make it 

look more productive and effective is another level of achievement. 

4. SYSTEM DESIGN 

AWS - Amazon Web Services is an auxiliary of Amazon which provides cloud computing platforms and APIs to individuals, companies, and 

governments, on a basis of pay per usage method. 

Amazon kinesis video streams makes it simple to safely transfer video from associated gadgets to AWS for examination, AI (ML), playback, and 

other handling It strongly stores, scrambles, and lists video information in your transfers, and permits you to get to your information through simple-to-

utilize APIs. 

FEATURES: 

SDKs to securely stream data from devices: 

Amazon Kinesis Video Streams gives SDKs in C++ and Java that you can assemble and arrange for your associated gadgets. These SDKs oversee 

getting information from the gadget's media source and safely sending it to a Kinesis video transfer on an edge-by- outline premise continuously. The 

SDK is additionally accessible as a GStreamer-module for developing custom media-information streams. 

Live and on-demand video playback with HTTP Live Streaming (HLS): 

Amazon Kinesis Video Streams empowers playback of the ingested video utilizing a completely overseen HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) ability. As 

gadgets transfer video into Kinesis Video Streams, you can do live playback and replay chronicled video on any program or portable stage. 

Real-time APIs: 

Amazon Kinesis Video Streams offers simple-to-utilize APIs that permit you to recover the information from your streams on an edge-by-outline basis 

for real time applications. 

Built-in integration with Amazon Recognition Video: 

Amazon Recognition Video permits you to indicate any of your Amazon Kinesis video transfers as an info. This enables us to consequently distinguish 

and perceive faces in web based video. Utilizing this underlying mix, you can rapidly assemble PC vision applications for use cases like security 

checking. 

Pay per use: 

In Amazon Kinesis Video Streams, we can pay just for the volume of information we ingest, store, and consume through the assi stance. There are no 

forthright expenses or least charges, and you really want not to stress over paying for inactive video transfers.  

Amazon DynamoDB is a completely overseen exclusive NoSQL information base assistance that supports key-worth and record information structures 

and is presented by Live and on-demand video playback with HTTP. 

FEATURES: 

Performance at scale: 

DynamoDB is a key-worth and record data set that can uphold tables of for all intents and purposes any size with flat scaling. This empowers 

DynamoDB to scale to in excess of 10 trillion solicitations each day with tops more prominent than 20 million solicitations each second, 

Serverless: 

With DynamoDB, there are no servers to arrange, fix, or make due, and no product to introduce, keep up with, or work. DynamoDB consequently 

scales tables to adapt to limits and keeps up with execution with zero organization. Accessibility and adaptation to non-critical failure are inherent, 

taking out the need to model your applications for these capacities. 
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Amazon S3 is object capacity worked to store and recover any measure of information from anyplace. It's a straightforward stockpiling administration 

that offers industry driving sturdiness, accessibility, execution, security, and basically limitless versatility at exceptionally low expenses. 

FEATURES: 

Storage management: 

With S3 can names, prefixes, object labels, and S3 Inventory, we have a scope of ways of classifying and reporting on your information, and therefore 

can design other S3 elements to make a move. Regardless of whether you store large number of items or a billion, S3 Batch Operations simplifies it to 

deal with your information in Amazon S3 at any scale 

Storage monitoring: 

Notwithstanding these administration capacities, use Amazon S3 highlights and other AWS administrations to screen and control your S3 assets. Apply 

labels to S3 containers to dispense costs across various business aspects, (for example, cost focuses, application names, or proprietors), then, at that 

point, use AWS Cost Allocation Reports to see the use and expenses accumulated by the pail labels. 

5. ACCESS MANAGEMENT 

To safeguard your information in Amazon S3, of course, clients just approach the S3 assets they make. You can concede admittance to different clients 

by utilizing one or a blend of the accompanying access the board highlights: AWS Identity and 

Access Management (IAM) to make clients and deal with their particular access; Access Control Lists (ACLs) to make individual articles available to 

approved clients; pail approaches to design authorizations for all items inside a solitary S3 container 

Security: 

Amazon S3 offers adaptable security elements to impede unapproved clients from getting to your information. Use VPC endpoints to associate with S3 

assets from your Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (Amazon VPC) and from on-premises. Amazon S3 upholds both server-side encryption (with three key 

administration choices) and client-side encryption for information transfers. 

Amazon Rekognition empowers your applications  to affirm client characters by contrasting their live picture and a reference picture. Amazon 

Rekognition recognizes Personal Protective Equipment (PPE, for example, face covers, head covers, and hand covers on people in pictures. 

FEATURES: 

Content moderation: It detects possibly risky, improper, or undesirable substances across pictures and recordings. 

Face compare and search: Decide the closeness of a face against another image or from your private picture archive.  

Face detection and analysis: Identify faces showing up in pictures and recordings and perceive traits like open eyes, glasses, and beard growth for 

each. 

Labels: Distinguish a large number of items and scenes, in addition to exercises, for example, "conveying a bundle" or "playing soccer." 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) detection: It will automatically detect PPE such as helmets, gloves, and masks on persons in images. 

Text detection: Separate slanted and mutilated text from pictures and recordings of road signs, online media posts, and item. 

Video segment detection:  Distinguish key sections in recordings, for example, dark casings, begin or end credits, records, shading bars, and shots.  

AWS Lambda is a server less process administration that runs your code in light of occasions and  consequently deals with the basic figure assets for 

you. These occasions might remember changes for state or an update, for example, a client setting a thing in a shopping basket on an internet business 

site. 

FEATURES: 

Bring your own code: With AWS Lambda, there are no new dialects, instruments, or systems to learn. You can utilize any outsider library, even local 

ones. You can likewise bundle any code (structures, SDKs, libraries, and the sky's the limit from there) as a Lambda Layer, and oversee and share them 

effectively across different capacities. Lambda locally upholds Java, Go, PowerShell, Node.js, C#, Python, and Ruby code, and gives a Runtime API 

permitting you to utilize any extra programming dialects to create your capacities. 
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Connect to relational databases: Use Amazon RDS Proxy to exploit completely overseen association pools for social information bases. RDS Proxy 

effectively oversees many simultaneous associations with social information bases, making it simple to fabricate exceptionally versatile, secure 

Lambda-based serverless applications cooperating with social data sets. Presently, RDS Proxy offers support for MySQL and Aurora. You can involve 

RDS Proxy for your serverless applications through the Amazon RDS console or AWS Lambda console. 

Connect to share file systems: With Amazon Elastic File System (EFS) for AWS Lambda, you can safely peruse, compose, and endure huge volumes 

of information at low inactivity, at any scale. You don't have to compose code and download information to transitory capacity to handle it. This saves 

time and improves on the code, so you can zero in on your business rationale. EFS for Lambda is great for a scope of utilization cases including 

handling or supporting up enormous information sums, and stacking huge reference records or models. You can likewise divide records among 

serverless cases or holder based applications, and, surprisingly, run AI (ML) deduction by involving EFS for AWS Lambda.  

Only pay for what you use: 

With AWS Lambda, you pay for execution length rather than server unit. While utilizing Lambda capacities, you just receive compensation for demands 

served and the register time expected to run your code. Charging is metered in augmentations of one millisecond, empowering simple and savvy 

programmed scaling from a couple of solicitations each day to thousands every second. With Provisioned Concurrency, you pay for how much 

simultaneousness you design and the term that you arrange it. 

Flexible resource model: Pick how much memory you need to allot to your capacities, and AWS Lambda dispenses relative CPU power, network 

transfer speed, and plate input/yield (I/O). 

AWS IoT (Amazon internet of things) is an Amazon Web Services stage that gathers and investigates information from web associated gadgets and 

sensors and interfaces that information to AWS cloud applications. ... 

An engineer can design decisions in a linguistic structure that is like SQL to change and arrange information.  

FEATURES: 

Accelerate innovation with the most complete set of IoT services: 

Scale, move rapidly, and set aside cash, with AWS IoT. From secure gadget availability to the executives, stockpiling, and investigation, AWS IoT has 

the expansive and profound administrations you want to construct total arrangements. 

Secure your IoT applications from the cloud to the edge: 

AWS IoT administrations address each layer of your application and gadget security. Shield your gadget information with precaution instruments, 

similar to encryption and access control, and reliably review and screen your designs with AWS IoT Device Defender. 

Build intelligent IoT solutions with AI and ML: 

Make models in the cloud and send them to gadgets with up to 25x preferred execution and less over 1/tenth the runtime impression. AWS brings man-

made reasoning (AI), AI (ML), and IoT together to make gadgets more canny. 

Scale easily and reliably: 

Assemble imaginative, separated arrangements on secure, demonstrated, and flexible cloud foundation that scales to billions of gadgets and trillions of 

messages. AWS IoT effectively incorporates other AWS administrations. 

Amazon SNS (Simple Notification Service) is an overseen administration that gives message conveyance from distributors to endorsers (otherwise 

called makers and buyers). Distributors discuss non concurrently with endorsers by sending messages to a subject, which is a sensible passage and 

correspondence channel. Clients can buy into the SNS  point and get distributed messages utilizing an upheld endpoint type, like Amazon Kinesis Data 

Firehose, Amazon SQS, AWS Lambda, HTTP, email, portable message pop-ups, and versatile instant messages (SMS). 

FEATURES: 

Event sources and destinations: 

Occasion driven processing is a model wherein endorser benefits naturally perform work in light of occasions set off by distributer administrations. This 

worldview can be applied to mechanize work processes while decoupling the administrations that altogether and freely work to satisfy these work 

processes. Amazon SNS is an occasion driven center that has local joining with a wide assortment of AWS occasion sources and occasion objections. 

Message privacy: 
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Amazon SNS upholds VPC Endpoints (VPCE) through AWS PrivateLink. You can utilize VPC Endpoints to secretly distribute messages to Amazon 

SNS points, from an Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC), without navigating the public web. This element brings extra security, advances information 

protection, and lines up with confirmation programs. At the point when you use AWS PrivateLink, you don't have to set up an Internet Gateway (IGW), 

Network Address Translation (NAT) gadget, or Virtual Private Network (VPN) association. You don't have to utilize public IP addresses, all things 

considered. 

Message archiving and analytics: 

Amazon SNS gives an immediate association with Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose, permitting message capacity in administrations l ike Amazon S3, 

Amazon Redshift, Amazon OpenSearch Service, and MongoDB. This additionally empowers message capacity in investigation administrations, like 

Datadog, New Relic, and Splunk. 

SMS text messages: 

Amazon SNS upholds the capacity to send SMS instant messages at scale to 200+ nations, utilizing an exceptionally accessible and solid help, with 

overt repetitiveness across various SMS suppliers. With Amazon SNS, you have the option to control your beginning character by utilizing a source ID, 

long codes, or short codes. In addition, you can utilize the Amazon SNS sandbox to approve your SMS responsibilities prior to moving them to creation. 

Mobile push notifications: 

Amazon SNS versatile notices simplify it and are financially savvy to spread out portable message pop-ups to iOS, Android, Fire, Windows, and Baidu 

gadgets. Versatile warnings can be set off from client driven activities or business rationale. Amazon SNS conveys versatile message pop-ups through 

Amazon Device Messaging (ADM), Apple Push Notification Service (APNs), Baidu Cloud Push (Baidu), Firebase Cloud Messaging (FCM), Microsoft 

Push Notification Service for Windows Phone (MPNS), and Windows Push Notification Services (WNS). 

Email notifications: 

Amazon SNS upholds the conveyance of notices to email addresses bought into subjects. This element upholds an assortment of utilization cases. For 

instance, you can utilize Amazon SNS to get application alarms, as email warnings, to bring perceivability into your DevOps work processes. Along 

these lines, you can be told quickly when an occasion happens, for example, a particular change to your Amazon EC2 Auto Scaling bunch, or another 

record transferred to your Amazon S3 can, or a metric edge penetrated in Amazon CloudWatch. 

6. METHODOLOGY 

Stage 1. Discovery and research of the project: 

In this first we see the working of face recognition by reading some of the articles online and get brief use of the technology used in this. 

Stage 2. Wireframes and prototypes creation: 

First, we made the UI with the help AWS and get the basic Outlook And the working of the project. Then we create the structure with the help of node.js, 

css and etc. After getting the basic frame of the project, we integrated some AWS APIs Which makes our project more responsive and dynamic. 

Stage 3. Design: 

In the designing part, we first create the backend using Amazon Web Services APIs which are used in these kinds of projects. And We have used Latest 

things to make it more dynamic and productive. 

Stage 4. Providing feedback to users: 

According to which, we made all our feedback messages. Specific ,understandable ,easier and displayed to the Administrator who has all the rights of 

checking security of the institution or etc where we use it. The most important consistency will be there.  

7. CONCLUSIONS 

It is one of the most powerful processes in biometric systems and is extensively used for  security purposes in tracking and surveillance, high 

security access control as developed by companies. Anomalous Revealer can save resources and time It is beneficial in terms of capital. It can maintain 

a large amount of data without any fail. 
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